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IRREDUCIBLE LATTICES, INVARIANT MEANS, AND
COMMENSURATING ACTIONS
YVES CORNULIER
Abstract. We study rigidity properties of lattices in terms of invariant means
and commensurating actions (or actions on CAT(0) cube complexes). We
notably study Property FM for groups, namely that any action on a discrete
set with an invariant mean has a finite orbit.
1. Introduction
1.1. Basic definitions. Let G be a topological group. We call continuous dis-
crete G-set a discrete set X endowed with a continuous action of G. Note that
continuity of the action means that the point stabilizers are open subgroups of
G. Recall that a subset M ⊂ X is commensurated by the G-action if
LM (g) = #(M △ gM) <∞, ∀g ∈ G,
where △ denotes the symmetric difference. This holds in particular when M is
transfixed, in the sense that there there exists a G-invariant subset N commensu-
rate to M in the sense that #(M △N) <∞. Brailovsky, Pasechnik and Praeger
[BPP] have shown that M is transfixed if and only if the function LM is bounded
on G (see also Corollary 4.2).
Definition 1.1 ([Cor13]). A locally compact group G has Property FW if for
every continuous discrete G-set X , every commensurated subset M ⊂ X is trans-
fixed.
We also use the following terminology:
Definition 1.2. A locally compact group G has Property FM if for every contin-
uous discrete G-set X with a G-invariant mean on all subsets of X , there exists
a finite G-orbit.
(Property FM for countable discrete groups appears as the negation of “being
in the class (B)” in [GM].)
Property FW has various characterizations, including:
• every continuous cellular action on any CAT(0) cube complex has bounded
orbits for the ℓ1-metric;
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• every continuous cellular action on any CAT(0) cube complex has a fixed
point;
• (if G is compactly generated) for every open subgroup of infinite index of
G, the Schreier graph of G/H is 1-ended.
It is important to allow infinite-dimensional cube complexes in the above equiv-
alences.
Property FW can be viewed as a strengthening of Serre’s Property FA (every
isometric action on a tree has a fixed point on the 1-skeleton) and a weakening of
Property FH (every isometric action on a Hilbert space has a fixed point), which
is equivalent to Kazhdan’s Property T for σ-compact locally compact groups.
Let us consider one more related property:
Definition 1.3. A locally compact group G has Property dFH if for every con-
tinuous discrete G-set X , we have H1(G, ℓ2(X)) = 0.
Here dFH stands for “discrete Property FH”. Obviously Property FH implies
Property dFH, which, by standard arguments, implies both Properties FW and
FM (the latter for σ-compact groups); see §6.1. It also implies Property τ , and,
for discrete groups, implies the vanishing of the first ℓ2-Betti number.
1.2. Generalities. An extensive discussion on Property FW can be found in
[Cor13]. Let us provide some basic facts about Property FM. For convenience,
we state them for locally compact groups, although most of them are stated
for arbitrary topological groups in §5. Let us first mention that Property FM
can be viewed, at least for infinite discrete groups, as a strong form of non-
amenability. However, many infinite discrete non-amenable groups fail to have
Property FM, sometimes for trivial reasons (such as the existence of an infinite
amenable quotient), or for more subtle reasons; see for instance the examples and
the discussion in [GN].
Proposition 1.4. The class of locally compact groups with Property FM
(1) (Proposition 5.11) is invariant by passing to and from open finite index
subgroups, and is more generally inherited from closed cocompact sub-
groups;
(2) (Fact 5.3) is stable by taking dense images and in particular by taking
quotients;
(3) (Proposition 5.4) is stable by taking extensions;
(4) (Proposition 5.6). If G is a locally compact group with Property FM, then
it is compactly generated. In particular, if G is discrete then it is finitely
generated.
Recall that a locally compact groupG has Kazhdan’s Property T if every contin-
uous unitary representation with almost invariant vectors has nonzero invariant
vectors. Here, a unitary representation of G has almost invariant vectors if for
every compact subset K ⊂ G and every ε > 0 there exists a vector ξ with ‖ξ‖ = 1
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and sups∈K ‖gξ − ξ‖ ≤ ε. A standard observation (see however the comments
following Lemma 5.9) is:
Proposition 1.5 (Proposition 5.8). Let G be a locally compact group with Prop-
erty T. Then it has Property FM.
Let us also mention a variant of [GM, Lemma 4.5].
Proposition 1.6 (Proposition 5.13). Let G be a non-amenable locally compact
group in which every open subgroup of infinite index is amenable. Then G has
Property FM.
Definition 1.7. Consider a locally compact group G with a topological almost
direct product decomposition G = G1...Gn, meaning that the Gi are non-compact
closed normal subgroups centralizing each other, and the canonical homomor-
phism G1 × · · · ×Gn is proper, surjective with finite kernel.
We say that G is semisimple of algebraic type (with respect to this decomposi-
tion) if each Gi is topologically isomorphic to the group of Ki-points of an almost
Ki-simple, semisimpleKi-isotropic linear algebraic group andKi is a non-discrete
locally compact field.
Using the Howe-Moore property for each Gi and Proposition 1.6, we obtain:
Proposition 1.8 (Proposition 6.13). If G is semisimple of algebraic type, then
it has Property FM.
1.3. Irreducible lattices. The results and the discussion below are motivated
by the following two conjectures.
Conjecture 1.9. Let S be a semisimple connected Lie group with at least two
simple factors and no compact factor. Then every irreducible lattice Γ in S has
Property FW.
The weaker Property FA for these groups was proved by Margulis [Mar81]. A
similar (and more perilous) conjecture can be stated for Property FM:
Conjecture 1.10. Let S be a semisimple connected Lie group with at least two
simple factors and no compact factor. Then every irreducible lattice in S has
Property FM.
The following theorem follows from Proposition 6.6 and Corollary 6.11.
Theorem 1.11. If Γ is as in Conjecture 1.9 and X is a Γ-set with a commensu-
rated subset not commensurate to any invariant subset, then X has an invariant
mean. In particular, Conjecture 1.10 for Γ implies Conjecture 1.9 for Γ.
Property T implies both Properties FW and FM and passes to lattices and
therefore the conjecture obviously holds when S has Property T. In fact, a weaker
assumption is enough:
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Theorem 1.12 (see Theorem 6.14). If S has at least one simple factor with
Property T, then it satisfies both conjectures.
This follows from Theorem 6.14 for Property FM, combined with Theorem
1.11 for Property FW (alternatively, for Property FW, a direct proof also follows
from Theorem 4.3). The Property FM part of this theorem was independently
proved by Bekka and Olivier [BO].
Thus the hard case of the conjectures is when S has the Haagerup Prop-
erty, typically SL2(R)
2. Using bounded generation by unipotent elements, some
non-cocompact lattices therein, e.g. SL2(Z[
√
2]) are known to have Property
FW [Cor13, Example 6.4] but Property FM is unknown (including the case of
SL2(Z[
√
2]), explicitly asked in [GM, 4.I]), as well as Property FW for cocompact
lattices.
Let us also mention that the method of Theorem 1.12 (namely Theorem 4.3)
also works in a non-Archimedean setting. However, the statement differs, be-
cause this makes a distinction between Property FW and FM. Theorem 1.12
thus generalizes as:
Theorem 1.13 (See Theorem 6.14). Let G = G1 . . . Gn be a semisimple group of
algebraic type (as in Definition 1.7), with n ≥ 2. Let Γ be an irreducible lattice,
in the sense that GiΓ is dense in G for all i. Suppose that at least one of the Gi
has Property T. Then
• Γ has Property FM, and
• if moreover none of the Gi is non-Archimedean of Ki-rank 1, then Γ has
Property FW.
Example 1.14. Fix a prime p. For anyQ-formG of SO5, such thatG hasR-rank
2 and Qp-rank 1, consider the group Γ = G(Z[1/p]). It is an irreducible lattice in
G(R)×G(Qp). Then Γ has Property FM; however it does not have Property FW
and not even Property FA, as it is a dense subgroup of the noncompact group
G(Qp), which has a proper isometric action on a tree.
The idea behind this example is that for irreducible lattices in products with
reasonable hypotheses, Property FA or FM of the lattice is known or expected to
follow from the same property for the ambient group. For instance, the previous
example uses that if S is simple of rank 1 over a (non-archimedean) local field,
then S has Property FM (Proposition 1.8) but not FW, while both of these
properties are trivially satisfied by connected groups, which is a heuristic evidence
towards the previous conjectures. This also shows the interest in defining this for
locally compact groups and not only in the discrete setting; this will be used in
the proof of Theorem 1.11.
Remark 1.15. It has been obtained by Chatterji, Fernos and Iozzi [CFI] that
a group Γ as in Conjecture 1.9 admits no “non-elementary” action on a finite-
dimensional CAT(0) cube complex. (I put quotation marks because the terminol-
ogy “non-elementary” is misleading, as for this terminology elementary actions
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may contain non-elementary actions as subactions or quotient actions, and non-
elementary should rather be interpreted as a kind of irreducibility assumption.)
Pierre-Emmanuel Caprace indicated me (private communication) how this result
can be used to prove the improved statement that such a group Γ has no un-
bounded action on any finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex (this is planned
to be an appendix to [CFI]). This provides some further evidence for Conjecture
1.9.
Remark 1.16. It follows from a result of Napier and Ramachandran [NRa] that
if S is a semisimple group of rank ≥ 2 and of Hermitian type (i.e. the associated
symmetric space is Hermitian), and Γ is an irreducible lattice in S then every
Schreier graph of Γ has at most 2 ends. (Recall that a finitely generated group
G has Property FW if and only if every Schreier graph of G has at most 1 end.)
1.4. Further results and questions. I do not know any finitely generated
group with Property FW but not FM, but this should certainly exist (as well as
infinite amenable groups with Property FW, see Question 1.19(2)). Note that on
the other hand, there exist uncountable discrete groups with Property FW but
not FM (see Remark 5.7).
There are natural weakenings FW’ and FM’ of Properties FW and FM, ob-
tained by using the same definition but restricting to transitive actions. The
question of finding a countable group with Property FW’ but not FW (resp. FM’
but not FM) is not straightforward; still it is solved in §6.3:
Theorem 1.17. The group SLn(Q) for n ≥ 3 has Properties FM’ and FW’ (but
not Properties FM and FW).
The proof of Theorem 1.17 makes use of the embedding of SLn(Q) as a lattice
in SLn of the product of the ring of adeles with R, and Property T for SLn(R).
Some applications of Properties FM and FW to groups of permutations with
bounded displacement are given in §7; a particular case is the following:
Theorem 1.18. Let Γ be a finitely generated group with Property FM or FW.
Then any action of Γ on Z by permutations of bounded displacement factors
through a finite group.
Let us end this introduction by some further questions.
Question 1.19.
(1) Consider R. Thompson’s groups T and V of the circle and the Cantor set.
Do T and V have Property FM?
(2) Does there exist an infinite finitely generated amenable group with Prop-
erty FW?
(3) Does there exist a finitely generated group without Property FM, but
for which every infinite Schreier graph has exponential growth? (For a
finitely generated group with Property FM, every infinite Schreier graph
has exponential growth.)
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(4) Does there exist a finitely generated group with nonzero first ℓ2-Betti
number and with Property FW?
(5) Given a group action on a connected median graph (or equivalently on
a CAT(0) cube complex), give a geometric characterization of the non-
existence of an invariant mean on the set of proper halfspaces.
In the case of unbounded actions on trees, (5) has a simple answer: there is
no mean if and only if the action is of general type, i.e. has no invariant axis,
or point at infinity; this is used [Sha1, Proposition 9.1] by Shalom to prove a
superrigidity statement for actions on trees.
Acknowledgements. I thank Bachir Bekka for discussions and pointing out
[BO]; I also thank Alessandra Iozzi and Alain Valette for some useful references.
I am grateful to the referee for pointing out many inaccuracies and for valuable
suggestions.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Affine ℓp action. We here recall some classical material, following [Cor13].
We fix p ∈ [1,∞[. Fix a locally compact group G with a continuous action on a
discrete set X and a commensurated subset M ⊂ X .
Define
ℓpM(X) = {f ∈ RX : f − 1M ∈ ℓp(X)}.
It is endowed with a canonical structure of an affine space over ℓp(X) and the
corresponding distance. It only depends on the commensuration class ofM . That
M is commensurated implies that ℓpM(X) is invariant under the natural action of
G on RX . The action of G on ℓpM(X) (endowed with the ℓ
p-distance) is isometric
and continuous; we have
‖1M − g1M‖pp = #(M △ gM), ∀g ∈ G.
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2.2. Q-points. We need some material essentially borrowed from [Cor06, Sec-
tion 4]. Let H be a group (regardless of any topology on H), and we fix a
homomorphism π from H to a Hausdorff topological group Q, with dense image.
Define VQ as the set of subsets of H containing π−1(V ) for some neighborhood
V of 1 in Q.
Definition 2.1. Let H act by isometries on a metric space D. We define the
subset of Q-points in D as
DQ =
{
x ∈ D : inf
V ∈VQ
sup
g∈V
d(x, gx) = 0
}
.
Remark 2.2. If D is discrete then
DQ = {x ∈ D : ∃V ∈ VQ : V ⊂ Hx} ,
where Hx ⊂ H is the stabilizer of x. Note that this does not depend on the
discrete H-invariant distance on D.
Lemma 2.3. The subset DQ is closed in D and H-invariant. If moreover D is
a normed real vector space and the action of H is linear then D is a closed linear
subspace.
Proof. Let xn ∈ DQ converge to x ∈ D and let us check that x ∈ DQ. Fix ε > 0.
Let us fix n such that d(xn, x) ≤ ε, so by the triangle inequality we get, for all
g ∈ H
d(gx, x) ≤ d(gx, gxn) + d(gxn, xn) + d(xn, x) ≤ d(gxn, xn) + 2ε;
since xn ∈ DQ, there exists V ∈ VQ such that for every g ∈ V we have
d(xn, gxn) ≤ ε. So for all g ∈ V we obtain d(gx, x) ≤ 3ε. Thus x ∈ DQ.
So DQ is closed. (Note that the proof extends to the case when the action is by
uniformly bilipschitz maps.)
The other assertions are clear. 
The motivation of the previous definitions is the following fact [Cor06, Propo-
sitions 4.1.2 and 4.1.3].
Proposition 2.4. Let H act by isometries on a metric space D. Then the action
of H on DQ uniquely factors through a continuous action of Q.
On the proof. The uniqueness is clear, by density of the image of π and using
that D is Hausdorff.
The existence is actually obtained in [Cor06, §4.1] assuming X complete, but
the general case follows: let Y be the completion of D, so that Y Q and D are
both H-invariant; the action on Y Q factors through a continuous action of Q by
the complete case. Then clearly DQ = Y Q ∩D, so the Q-action on Y Q restricts
to a continuous action of Q on DQ. 
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Theorem 2.5 (Theorem 4.7.4 in [Cor06]). Let f : H → Q be a continuous homo-
morphism with dense image between topological groups. Let H act continuously
by isometries on a complete CAT(0) metric space D. Suppose that there exists
a neighbourhood Ω of 1 in Q, such that, for some w ∈ D, f−1(Ω)w is bounded.
Then DQ is nonempty.
On the proof. The statement [Cor06, Theorem 4.7.4] assumes that H,Q are lo-
cally compact, but it is not used in the proof (the first line of the proof considers a
sequence (Ωn) of compact subsets of Ω but Ωn being compact is never used). 
2.3. Kazhdan homomorphisms. Let π : H → Q be a homomorphism between
locally compact groups, with dense image. If (u,H) is an orthogonal or unitary
continuous representation of H , we denote by uQ the representation of Q on HQ,
which exists and is continuous by Proposition 2.4.
Definition 2.6 ([Cor06, §4.2]). We say that π is a Kazhdan homomorphism if
for every continuous orthogonal representation u of H such that 1H ≺ u (i.e. u
almost has invariant vectors), we have 1Q ≺ uQ.
Kazhdan homomorphisms are called resolutions in [Cor06] but this choice of
terminology is questionable.
Note that the requirement 1Q ≺ uQ in particular implies uQ 6= 0. Actually,
if we modify the conclusion 1Q ≺ uQ into the weaker conclusion uQ 6= 0, we
obtain, at least for σ-compact groups, an equivalent definition, but the proof is
not straightforward; see [Cor05, §2.3.8].
Example 2.7. The identity map of any locally compact group is always Kazhdan.
The trivial homomorphism H → 1 is Kazhdan if and only if H has Kazhdan’s
Property T. More generally, if N is a closed normal subgroup of H , then the
quotient homomorphism H → H/N is Kazhdan if and only (H,N) has relative
Property T. Besides, if H is Haagerup and H → Q is Kazhdan, then it is the
quotient homomorphism by a compact subgroup.
The following theorem, which generalized [Mar, Theorem III.6.3] and [BL], pro-
vides examples of Kazhdan homomorphisms beyond quotient homomorphisms.
Theorem 2.8 ([Cor06, Theorem 4.3.1]). Let G be a locally compact group, N
a normal subgroup such that (G,N) has relative Property T. Let H be a closed,
finite covolume subgroup of G whose projection in Q = G/N is dense. Then the
projection H → Q is a Kazhdan homomorphism.
Kazhdan homomorphisms are useful to transfer various rigidity properties of
Q back to H . For instance, Q has Property (τ) if and only if H has Property (τ),
Q is compactly generated if and only if H is compactly generated, see [Cor06,
Theorem 4.2.8, Proposition 4.5.2] for this and more examples as well as Theorems
4.3 and 6.12 in this paper.
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Theorem 2.9 ([Cor06, Theorem 4.7.6]). Let π : H → Q be a Kazhdan ho-
momorphism with dense image between locally compact groups. Then for every
continuous affine isometric action of H on a Hilbert space V , we have V Q 6= ∅.
This has the following consequence:
Corollary 2.10. Let π : H → Q be a Kazhdan homomorphism with dense image
between locally compact groups. Then for every continuous orthogonal repre-
sentation of H, the restriction maps H1(Q, uQ) → H1(H, u) and H1(Q, uQ) →
H1(H, u) are well-defined and surjective.
Proof. That these maps are well-defined is straightforward.
Indeed, given b ∈ Z1(H, u), then some cohomologous cocycle b′ has 0 as a
Q-point for the affine action defined by b′, which means that b′ = c ◦ π for some
c ∈ Z1(Q, uQ). The statement in reduced cohomology follows. 
2.4. Some maps. If Z, Y are sets and η : Z → Y is a surjective map with
finite fibers, we denote by ℓp[Y ](Z) the set of functions in ℓ
p(Z) that are constant
on each fiber of η (rigorously speaking, we should rather write ℓpη(Z)). Writing
Zy = η
−1({y}), consider the maps
φ, φ′ : ℓp[Y ](Z) → ℓp(Y )
f =
∑
y∈Y
λy1Zy 7→ φ(f) =
∑
y∈Y
λyδy
7→ φ′(f) =
∑
y∈Y
#(Zy)
1/pλyδy.
The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2.11. The maps φ and φ′ are injective 1-Lipschitz linear maps, with
dense image. The mapping φ′ is in addition a bijective isometry. The mapping
φ is surjective (and then a linear isomorphism) if and only if the fibers of η have
bounded cardinality. If Z, Y are H-sets so that η is H-equivariant, then φ and φ′
are H-equivariant. 
The map φ seems worse than the map φ′ from the point of view of Lemma
2.11; however when passing to an affine setting, only the map φ is workable with.
Define, for any subset N ⊂ Z, ℓp[Y ],N(Z) as the set of elements in ℓpN(Z) (as
defined in §2.1) that are constant on fibers of η. In other words, ℓp[Y ],N(Z) is the
set of those f ∈ ℓp[Y ](Z) such that f − 1N ∈ ℓp(Z).
Lemma 2.12. The subset ℓpY,N(Z) is nonempty if and only if N coincides up to
a finite set to a union of fibers. If so, if N ′ is the image of N in Y , there is an
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injective affine 1-Lipschitz map, with dense image
̟ : ℓp[Y ],M(Z) → ℓpM ′(Y )∑
y∈Y
µy1Zy 7→
∑
y∈Y
µyδy.
The linear part ℓp[Y ](Z) → ℓp(Y ) of ̟ is the function φ of Lemma 2.11. If Z, Y
are H-sets so that η is H-equivariant, then ̟ is H-equivariant. 
Proof. Suppose that f ∈ ℓp[Y ],N(Z). Define N ′ = {f > 1/2}. Then N ′ is a union of
fibers and is commensurate to N . This proves the first statement. The remainder
(except equivariance) follows from the linear counterpart in Lemma 2.11, and the
equivariance statement is immediate. 
3. Q-points on some spaces associated to an H-set
3.1. Compatible and incompatible points. Throughout this section, we fix a
group (with no topology) H and a homomorphism with dense image π : H → Q,
where Q is a Hausdorff topological group. We also let X be an H-set.
We freely use the terminology pertaining to Q-points introduced in §2.2. We
compute theQ-points successively in various spaces on whichH acts isometrically.
Definition 3.1. If F is a finite subset of X , we say that F is Q-compatible if
there exists V ∈ VQ such that gF = F for all g ∈ V .
We define the Q-compatible part of X as the union X〈Q〉 of Q-compatible finite
subsets of X , and the Q-incompatible part of X as its complement X〉Q〈 = X r
X〈Q〉. We say that X is Q-compatible (resp. Q-incompatible) if X = X〈Q〉 (resp.
X = X〉Q〈).
We say that two elements in X〈Q〉 are Q-equivalent if they belong to the same
Q-compatible finite subsets and define the Q-reduction X [Q] as the quotient of
X〈Q〉 by this equivalence relation, and denote by PQ the corresponding partition
of X〈Q〉.
Note that the Q-equivalence classes, or equivalently the fibers of the canonical
projection X〈Q〉 → X [Q], are the minimal Q-compatible finite subsets of X .
3.2. Q-points in F(X). Again, π : H → Q and the H-set X are given as in
§3.1.
Let F(X) be the set of finite subsets ofX , with the discrete distance d(F1, F2) =
#(F1△F2); it is a a Boolean algebra for the usual operation. In particular, the H-
action given by left multiplication on F(X) is by isometric group automorphisms.
Denote by ρ the projection X〈Q〉 → X [Q].
Proposition 3.2. We have F(X)Q = ρ∗F(X [Q]), in other words, the set of Q-
points F(X)Q consists of the ρ−1(F ) for F finite subset of X [Q]. In particular, ρ
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induces an isomorphism of Boolean algebras
F(X)Q ≃ F(X [Q]).
Moreover, X〈Q〉 is H-invariant, the H-action factors to a continuous action of
Q on X [Q] and the above isomorphism is Q-equivariant.
Proof. Having Remark 2.2 in mind, it is immediate that F(X)Q consists of the
Q-compatible finite subsets of X as defined in Definition 3.1. Therefore the first
statement immediately follows from the definitions. It is also straightforward
that X〈Q〉 is H-invariant, and the H-action factors to a continuous action of H
on X [Q] and the isomorphism ρ∗ is H-equivariant.
Observe that in view of Remark 2.2, we have (X [Q])Q = X [Q], where X [Q]
is endowed with the trivial distance (any two distinct elements are at distance
1). By Proposition 2.4, the action of H on X [Q] factors through a continuous
action of Q. Finally, the identification is H-equivariant, hence Q-equivariant by
density. 
Remark 3.3. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that if X is H-transitive, then
either X is Q-compatible and ρ is a projection X → X [Q] with fibers of constant
finite cardinal, or X is Q-incompatible and X [Q] = ∅.
Proposition 3.4. We have
X〈Q〉 = {x ∈ X : ∃V ∈ VQ such that Vx is finite};
moreover for every x ∈ X〈Q〉 there exists V0 ∈ VQ such that for any V ∈ VQ
contained in V0, the subset Vx is equal to the fiber ρ
−1({ρ(x)}).
Proof. The inclusion ⊂ is trivial. Conversely, suppose that x belongs to the right-
hand set. Take V0 such that V0x has minimal cardinality among those V x with
V ∈ VQ. Then by minimality, for every V ∈ VQ and V ⊂ V0 we have V x = V0x.
In particular, for every W ∈ VQ, we have V0 ⊃ V ∩W ∈ VQ and it follows that
V0x ⊂ Wx.
Since Q is a topological group, there exist V1, V2 ∈ VQ such that V1V2 ⊂ V0 and
V1 = V
−1
1 . For every g ∈ V1, we have
gV0x = gV2x ∈ V1V2x ⊂ V0x;
since this also holds for g−1, we deduce that gV0x = V0x. Thus V0x ∈ F(X)Q, so
that x ∈ X〈Q〉, also proving the additional statement. 
3.3. Q-points in FM(X). We continue with the notation of §3.1.
Now let M be a subset of X , commensurated by the H-action and whose
stabilizer is open. Let FM(X) be the set of subsets of X commensurate to M ,
with the discrete distance d(N1, N2) = #(N1 △ N2). It can be viewed as an
affine space over the field on 2 elements F2, whose linear part is F(X). It will be
sometimes convenient to write the addition in F(X), the symmetric difference
△, with the sign +.
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Define M [Q] = ρ(M ∩X〈Q〉). We still denote by ρ∗ the inverse image map of ρ,
from the power set of X [Q] to that of X〈Q〉.
Lemma 3.5. If there is an H-invariant partition X = X1 ⊔X2, then, denoting
Mi = M ∩Xi,
FM(X)Q = FM1(X1)Q + FM2(X2)Q.
In particular, we have FM(X)Q 6= ∅ if and only if FM1(X1)Q and FM2(X2)Q are
both nonempty.
Proof. The inclusion ⊃ is trivial, and conversely ⊂ follows by decomposing N as
(N ∩X1) + (N ∩X2). 
Proposition 3.6. If N1, N2 ∈ FM(X)Q, then N1 ∩X〉Q〈 = N2 ∩X〉Q〈. In partic-
ular, if FM(X)Q 6= ∅, the subset M 〉Q〈 defined to be equal to N ∩X〉Q〈 does not
depend on the choice of N ∈ FM(X)Q.
Moreover, M 〉Q〈 is H-invariant, M [Q] is commensurated by the Q-action on
X [Q] and has an open stabilizer.
Proof. We have N1 △ N2 ∈ F(X)Q. It follows that N1 △ N2 ⊂ X〈Q〉, that is,
N1 ∩X〉Q〈 = N2 ∩X〉Q〈. It follows in particular that M 〉Q〈 is H-invariant.
Having in mind that X〈Q〉 is H-invariant and the H-action factors to an action
of H on X [Q] by Proposition 3.2, we obtain that M [Q] is commensurated by the
H-action. By Proposition 3.2, the H-action on X [Q] factors through a continuous
action of Q. Since the action of Q onX [Q] is continuous andN [Q] is commensurate
to M [Q] and has an open stabilizer in Q, we see that M [Q] has an open stabilizer
in Q as well. It then follows, by density, that M [Q] is commensurated by Q as
well. 
Proposition 3.7. Assume that FM(X)Q 6= ∅. We have the equality
FM(X)Q = ρ∗FM [Q](X [Q]) + {M 〉Q〈}
=
{
N ∈ FM(X) : N ∩X〈Q〉 = ρ−1
(
ρ(N ∩X〈Q〉)) and N ∩X〉Q〈 =M 〉Q〈}.
In particular N
σ7→ ρ∗(N)+M 〉Q〈 is a Q-equivariant affine bijection from FM [Q](X [Q])
to FM(X)Q. Besides, ρ−1(M [Q])rM is finite.
Proof. To prove the formula, by Lemma 3.5, we can suppose that X is either Q-
incompatible or Q-compatible. The incompatible case is then immediate. Now
assume that X is Q-compatible, so the statement to prove can be rewritten as
FM(X)Q = ρ∗FM [Q](X [Q]) =
{
N ∈ FM(X) : N = ρ−1(ρ(N))
}
.
All these are affine subspaces with the same linear part by Proposition 3.2.
So it is enough to show that they have a common point. Let us first check that
every element in FM(X)Q is a union of fibers. Let N be an element therein and
let P be a fiber. Then there exists V ∈ VQ such that gN = N and gP = P for
all g ∈ V . Thus g(N ∩P ) = N ∩P , so N ∩P is Q-compatible; since P is a fiber,
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it follows that N ∩ P is either empty or equal to P , proving that N is a union
of fibers. It easily follows that any element of FM(X)Q belongs to the two other
spaces.
Let us prove that ρ−1(M [Q])rM is finite. Note that this means that M ∩X〈Q〉
coincides, up to a finite set, with a union of fibers. Note that this property does
not change if we replace M by a commensurate subset. Hence we deduce it since
it is obviously satisfied by N for N ∈ F(M)Q.
The Q-equivariance follows from H-equivariance. 
3.4. Q-points in ℓp(X). As previously, X is an H-set; we forget here M , and
we fix a real number p ∈ [1,∞[ and we proceed to describe Q-points in ℓp(X).
Proposition 3.8. We have
ℓp(X)Q = ℓp
[X[Q]]
(X〈Q〉) ≃ ℓp(X [Q])
(the latter isometric Q-equivariant isomorphism being described in §2.4). In par-
ticular ℓp(X)Q = {0} if and only if X is Q-incompatible.
Proof. The right-hand isomorphism ≃ (which denotes an isometric linear isomor-
phism) follows from Lemma 2.11.
To show the⊃ inclusion, by density it is enough to show that for every y ∈ X [Q],
we have 1ρ−1({y}) ∈ ℓp(X)Q; this is clear from Proposition 3.2.
Conversely, suppose that f ∈ ℓp(X)Q. We have to show that f is supported by
X〈Q〉 and that f is constant on fibers.
Let us first check the latter assertion. Suppose that y, z are in the same fiber C
of X〈Q〉 → X [Q]. Let us verify that f(y) = f(z). Otherwise, assume f(y) 6= f(z)
and set ε = |f(y)− f(z)|. By Proposition 3.4, since Q is a group unifilter, there
exists V0 ∈ VQ such that for every V ∈ VQ with V ⊂ V0 we have V y = C. So
for every VQ ∋ V ⊂ V0, there exists g ∈ V such that gy = z. So ‖gf − f‖p ≥
|f(z)− f(y)| = ε and thus, since this holds for all V , we deduce f /∈ ℓp(X)Q.
Let us finally check that f is supported byX〈Q〉. Indeed, suppose that x /∈ X〈Q〉
and assume by contradiction that f(x) 6= 0. Set ε = |f(x)|. There exists V ∈ VQ
such that ‖gf − f‖p ≤ ε/2 for every g ∈ V ; in particular, |f(gx)| ≥ ε/2 for all
g ∈ V . By Proposition 3.4, V x is infinite, which contradicts that f ∈ ℓp(X). 
3.5. Q-points in ℓpM(X). Consider again M ⊂ X commensurated by the H-
action.
Proposition 3.9. We have
ℓpM(X)
Q 6= ∅ ⇔ FM(X)Q 6= ∅.
Suppose now these conditions hold. Then, defining M 〉Q〈 as in Proposition 3.6,
we have the following equality of nonempty affine subspaces
ℓpM(X)
Q = ℓp
M∩X〈Q〉
(X〈Q〉)Q + 1M〉Q〈 .
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Proof. In the first statement, the implication ⇐ is clear since if N ∈ FM(X)Q
then 1N ∈ ℓpM(X)Q.
Conversely, assume that ℓpM(X)
Q 6= ∅, namely contains an element f . Then
f−1([1/3, 2/3]) is finite. In particular, there exists α and ε > 0 such that [α −
ε, α+ε] ⊂ ]0, 1[ and [α−ε, α+ε]∩f(X) = ∅. Then there exists V ∈ VQ such that
supg∈V ‖f − gf‖ ≤ ε; in particular ‖f − gf‖∞ ≤ ε. Define N = f−1([α,+∞[).
If x ∈ X and g ∈ V , then either f(x) > α + ε, so f(x) > α and both x and gx
belong to N , or f(x) < α− ε and then similarly both x and gx belong to N . In
particular, gN = N for all x ∈ V and hence N ∈ F(X)Q.
The second statement is clear. 
Under the assumption that FM(X)Q 6= ∅, this reduces the study to the case
where X is Q-compatible. Using the notation of §2.4, we have:
Corollary 3.10. Assume that X is Q-compatible and FM(X)Q 6= ∅. Then
ℓpM(X)
Q = ℓp
[X[Q]],M
(X).
If moreover X is H-transitive, then the latter is Q-equivariantly isometric to
ℓp
M [Q]
(X [Q]).
Proof. If N ∈ FM(X)Q, then both terms contain 1N , and so both are affine
subspaces. They have the same linear part ℓp(X)Q = ℓp
[X[Q]]
(X) by Proposition
3.8, so the equality follows. For the last statement, use the map φ of §2.4: the
transitivity implies that the projection X → X [Q] has fibers of constant cardinal,
hence φ′ is a homothety. 
4. Applications of Q-points
4.1. Existence of Q-points.
Theorem 4.1. Let H be a group with a homomorphism with dense image into
a Hausdorff topological group Q. Let X be an H-set and M a commensurated
subset, and define the associated function
LM(g) = #(M △ gM), g ∈ H.
We have equivalences, for a given 1 ≤ p <∞:
(1) ℓpM(X)
Q 6= ∅;
(2) FM(X)Q 6= ∅;
(3) there exists a neighborhood V of 1 in Q such that LM is bounded on
π−1(V );
(4) there exist an open subgroup Ω of Q and a subset N commensurate to M
that is π−1(Ω)-invariant.
In spite of the short proof below, we should emphasize that the tricky impli-
cations, for which the work was done beforehand, are (1)p ⇒(2) and (3)⇒ (1)2.
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Proof. Denote by (1)p the Property (1) for a given p. To prove the equivalences,
we are going to prove
(1)p ⇒ (2)⇒ (4)⇒ (3)⇒ (1)2 and (2)⇒ (1)p.
(1)p ⇒(2) is part of Proposition 3.9.
(2)⇒(4) Choose N ∈ FM(X)Q. By Proposition 2.4, the function f : Q → R,
g 7→ ‖1N − g1N‖pp is well-defined and continuous. Since it takes integer values,
the set Ω = {g : f(g) = 0} is open; it is clearly a subgroup.
(4)⇒(3) is trivial.
(3)⇒ (1)2 Suppose that LM is bounded on π−1(V ). By Theorem 2.5 and using
that a Hilbert space is a complete CAT(0) space, we deduce ℓ2M(X)
Q 6= ∅.
(2)⇒ (1)p is clear since if N ∈ FM(X)Q, then 1N ∈ ℓpM(X)Q. 
Note that by specifying the equivalence (3)⇔(4) to Q = 1, we get the classical
result of Brailovsky, Pasechnik and Praeger [BPP]:
Corollary 4.2. Let H be a group acting on a set X and M a commensurated
subset. If supg∈H #(M △ gM) <∞, then there exists a subset N commensurate
to M and H-invariant. 
Theorem 4.3. Let π : H → Q be a homomorphism with dense image between
locally compact groups. Suppose that π is a Kazhdan homomorphism (§2.3). Then
H has Property FW (resp. FW’) if and only if Q has Property FW (resp. FW’).
Proof. Clearly if H has Property FW or FW’ then so does Q. Assume that Q has
Property FW. Let X be a continuous discrete H-set and M a commensurated
subset.
By Theorem 2.9, for every continuous affine isometric action of H on a Hilbert
space V , we have V Q 6= ∅. We apply this to ℓ2M(X), so ℓ2M(X)Q 6= ∅. By
Proposition 3.9, we get FM(X)Q 6= ∅. By Proposition 3.6, we deduce that M [Q]
is commensurated by the Q-action, has an open stabilizer in Q, and M ∩X〉Q〈 is
transfixed.
If Q has Property FW, it follows that M [Q] is transfixed and its inverse image
in M 〈Q〉 is commensurate to M ∩X〈Q〉; it follows that the latter is transfixed. So
M is transfixed.
If Q has only Property FW’ and the H-set X is assumed transitive, we obtain
the same conclusion. 
Proof of Theorem 1.12 for Property FW. Write S = S1 × S ′ where S1 has Prop-
erty T, so that the projection of Γ on S ′ has a dense image. By Theorem 2.8, the
projection Γ→ S ′ is a Kazhdan homomorphism. Since S ′ is virtually connected,
it obviously has Property FW. Hence by Theorem 4.3, Γ has Property FW. 
4.2. Application to Property FW and group extensions. If G is a locally
compact group and H a subgroup, we say that (G,H) has relative Property FW
if for every continuous action of G on a discrete set X commensurating a subset
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M , the subgroup H leaves invariant some subset commensurate to M . Recall
that LM is defined by LM(g) = #(M △ gM).
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a locally compact group, and N1 ⊂ N2 closed normal
subgroups. Suppose that (G/N1, N2/N1) has relative Property FW. Suppose that
X is a continuous discrete G-set and M a commensurated subset. Suppose that
LM is bounded on N1. Then LM is bounded on N2.
Proof. By assumption, some subset N commensurate to M is N1-invariant. So
FM(X)G/N1 6= ∅. By Proposition 3.6, M [G/N1] is commensurated by the G/N1-
action on X [G/N1]. So it is commensurate to an N2/N1-invariant subset, by Prop-
erty FW of (G/N1, N2/N1). Pulling back toX and taking the union withM
〉N2/N1〈
(see the notation in Proposition 3.6), we obtain a subset commensurate toM and
N2-invariant. 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that G is a locally compact, compactly generated group.
Suppose that N1 ⊂ N2 are closed normal subgroups of G, and that (G,N1) and
(G/N2, N1/N2) have relative Property FW. Then (G,N2) has relative Property
FW. 
Corollary 4.6. Properties FW is closed under taking group extensions.
This can also be proved (less directly) using the following characterization: a
locally compact group has Property FW if and only if every continuous action
on a nonempty oriented connected median graph has a fixed vertex.
5. Property FM
5.1. Eymard-amenability and property FM. Let G be a topological group
and X a continuous discrete G-set. Recall that the G-set X is called Eymard-
amenable if there is a G-invariant mean on X . Note that this trivially holds if
there is a finite orbit in X .
Definition 5.1. We say that the topological group G has
• Property FM if every continuous Eymard-amenable continuous discrete
G-set has a finite orbit;
• Property FM’ if every continuous transitive Eymard-amenable continuous
discrete G-set is finite.
Note that FM trivially implies FM’. The converse is not true for countable
discrete groups, see Corollary 6.17.
Question 5.2. Are Properties FM and FM’ equivalent for finitely generated
groups?
Property FM’ is usually easier to check, but less convenient to deal with for-
mally.
The following fact is immediate.
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Fact 5.3. Let G,H are topological groups and f : G → H is a continuous
homomorphism with dense image. If G has Property FM, so does H.
Proposition 5.4. Properties FM and FM’ are closed under taking extensions of
topological groups: if G is a topological group, N a normal subgroup, and if both
N and Q = G/N have Property FM (resp. FM’), then so does G.
Proof. Suppose that N and Q have Property FM. Let X be a continuous discrete
G-set with an invariant mean. By Property FM of N , this mean is supported by
the union Y of finite N -orbits in X . Let Y ′ be the quotient of Y by the N -action.
Then Y ′ is a discrete Q-set with an invariant mean, and the Q-action on Y ′ is
continuous: indeed if y′ ∈ Y , let y be a preimage of y′ in y; the stabilizer Gy is
open, and hence the image of Gy in Q is open, and is contained in Qy′ , so Qy′
is open. Accordingly, by Property FM of Q, there is a finite Q-orbit in Y . Its
inverse image is thus a finite G-orbit in X .
Now suppose that N and Q have Property FM’. Let X be a transitive contin-
uous discrete G-set with an invariant mean. Let X ′ be the quotient of X by the
N -action; again it is a continuous discrete Q-set and has a Q-invariant mean, and
therefore by Property FM’ for Q, we deduce that X ′ is finite. So the N -orbits
form a finite partition of X ; hence each of the N -orbits has the same nonzero
mean; by Property FM’ for N , these orbits are finite and hence X is finite. 
Remark 5.5. If G is an arbitrary topological group (not necessarily Hausdorff),
Proposition 5.4 can be applied when N is the closure of {1}. This shows that G
has Property FM if and only if the Hausdorff quotient G/{1} has Property FM.
The following proposition was obtained, with a similar proof, in [GM, Lemma
2.14] for countable discrete groups. The latter was itself was inspired by Kazh-
dan’s proof that countable discrete groups with Property T are finitely generated.
Recall that if G is a group and H is a subgroup, G is finitely generated over H if
G is generated by the union of H and some finite subset of G.
Proposition 5.6. Let G be a topological group with Property FM. Then it is
finitely generated over any open subgroup. In particular, if G is locally compact
then it is compactly generated.
Proof. Let H be an open subgroup and let (Gi) be the family of open subgroups
finitely generated over H . Then I is a net (for the inclusion of the Gi). The
disjoint union of the discrete G-sets G/Gi is Eymard-amenable: indeed, if xi is
the base-point in G/Gi and if m is a mean obtained as a limit point of the Dirac
measures at xi (thus m is actually an ultrafilter, i.e. takes values in {0, 1}), then
m is G-invariant. By Property FM, there exists a finite G-orbit. In other words,
some Gi has finite index in G. Since Gi is finitely generated over H , it follows
that G is also finitely generated over H .
As for the second statement: if G is locally compact, then it always possesses a
compactly generated open subgroup H (namely, the subgroup generated by any
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compact neighborhood of 1). By the first statement, G is finitely generated over
H ; it follows that G is compactly generated. 
Remark 5.7. If G is an uncountable discrete group, then it does not have Prop-
erty FM by Proposition 5.6. On the other hand, many such groups, including
permutation groups of infinite sets, are strongly bounded in the sense that ev-
ery isometric action on any metric space has bounded orbits [Ber]; this implies
Property FW for such groups.
Proposition 5.8. Let G be a locally compact group with Property T. Then it has
Property FM.
Lemma 5.9 (Eymard [Eym, Expose´ no3]). Let G be a locally compact group and
X a continuous discrete G-set. Then ℓ2(X) has nonzero invariant vectors if and
only if X has a finite G-orbit, and has almost invariant vectors if and only if the
G-set X is Eymard-amenable.
On the proof. The first statement is trivial and the ⇒ implication of the second
statement is an easy argument. A standard argument, using the weak-* topology,
also allows to prove the⇐ implication when G is discrete, but in general, it only
shows that if X is Eymard-amenable, then ℓ2(X) has almost invariant vectors
as a representation of the underlying discrete group. A significant amount of
additional work (essentially following an argument of Reiter) is needed. We refer
to Eymard [Eym, Expose´ no3]. 
Proof of Proposition 5.8. Let G have Property T. Let X be a continuous discrete
G-set with an invariant mean. Then ℓ2(X) almost has invariant vectors, by
Lemma 5.9. By Property T, ℓ2(X) has nonzero invariant vectors, so X has a
finite G-orbit. 
Let us also mention the well-known
Lemma 5.10. Let G be a locally compact group and a family (Hi) of amenable
open subgroups. If the G-set X =
⊔
iG/Hi is Eymard-amenable, then G is
amenable.
Proof. Let G act on a convex compact subset K of a locally convex vector space,
by affine transformations. Then for each i, there exists a point xi ∈ K fixed
by Hi. So there is a G-equivariant function X → K, mapping the base-point
of G/Hi to xi. The push-forward of an invariant mean on ℓ
∞(X) provides an
invariant mean on the space ℓ∞(K). The latter thus restricts to a probability
measure, given by a linear form on C(X). The barycenter of this probability
measure (see [Luk, Theorem 2.29]) is a fixed point by G. 
Proposition 5.11. Let G be a topological group and H an open subgroup of finite
index. Then G has Property FM (resp. FM’) if and only if H has Property FM
(resp. FM’). Actually, the implications ⇐ also hold when H is closed cocompact
in G.
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Proof. Suppose that H is cocompact and has Property FM. Let G act on X
preserving a mean. Then H has a finite orbit, so G as well.
For the same implication with Property FM’, it is convenient to first observe
that a topological group G has Property FM’ if and only if for every continuous
discrete G-set with finitely many orbits and an invariant mean, there is a finite
orbit. Now observe that every orbit G/Ω splits into finitely many H-orbits,
because H\(G/Ω) = (H\G)/Ω is finite by a compactness argument. Since, for a
G-action on a discrete set, having finitely many orbits is preserved by restricting
to H , the same argument as for Property FM thus carries over.
Now assume that H has finite index and G has Property FM’. Let H act
transitively, say on H/L with L open, with an invariant mean. Then given the
action of G on G/L, the same mean is preserved by H , so by averaging, we obtain
a G-invariant mean on G/L. By Property FM’, it follows that G/L is finite and
hence H/L is finite, so H has Property FM’.
Finally assume that G has Property FM. Any H-action can be described as
the action on the disjoint union
⊔
H/Li for a suitable family of open subgroups
Li; we assume it has an invariant mean. The latter set sits inside the disjoint
union
⊔
G/Li, with the same mean preserved by H , so by averaging we obtain a
G-invariant mean, and by Property FM there is a finite orbit G/Li, so H/Li is
finite as well. 
Let us say that a topological group is aperiodic if it has no proper open subgroup
of finite index, and is virtually aperiodic if it has a finite index open aperiodic
subgroup, or equivalently if it has only finitely many finite index open subgroups.
Let us also mention the following result extracted from [GM] about free prod-
ucts.
Theorem 5.12 (Glasner and Monod). Let H1, H2 be nontrivial countable discrete
groups and consider their free product G = H1 ∗H2. Then we have the following:
(1) If both H1 and H2 have a finite proper quotient, then H1 ∗ H2 does not
have Property FM’ (and hence does not have Property FM)
(2) If H1 is infinite and H2 is not virtually aperiodic, then H1 ∗H2 does not
have Property FM’ (and hence does not have Property FM);
(3) Suppose that none of the previous two applies, i.e. if H1 and H2 are vir-
tually aperiodic and either H1 or H2 is aperiodic. Then if both H1 and
H2 have Property FM, so does H1 ∗H2.
In particular, H1 ∗H2 has Property FM if and only if H1 and H2 have Property
FM and are virtually aperiodic, and at least one is aperiodic.
On the proof. The statement as given in [GM] is formulated with a certain prop-
erty F which means “virtually (aperiodic FM)”; in view of Proposition 5.11 it
also means “(virtually aperiodic) and FM”; in the second case the free product
is infinite and they additionally produce a faithful action, forcing the set to be
infinite.
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We easily see (1): if both H1 and H2 have a nontrivial finite quotient, then
H1 ∗H2 has a free product of two nontrivial finite groups as a quotient and hence
has a infinite virtually abelian quotient, discarding Property FM.
Let us now justify (2). Up to exchange H1 and H2, we can assume that H1
is aperiodic and H2 is not virtually aperiodic. Then (following [GM], without
bothering with faithfulness), we let (Xn) be a sequence of finite H2-sets of in-
creasing cardinal; consider the infinite set X =
⊔
Xn with the natural action of
H2; consider a subset Y ⊂ X intersecting Xn in a singleton for each n, fix a
transitive action of H1 on Y and extend it to an action of H1 on X by acting
trivially elsewhere. This defines a transitive action of H1 ∗H2 on X for which the
normalized constant function fn on Xn is a sequence of almost invariant vectors,
so that X is Eymard-amenable.
Finally let us mention a proof of (3). First assume that H1 and H2 are both
aperiodic with Property FM. Then if G acts on a set with an invariant mean,
it follows that the mean is both supported by H1-fixed points and by H2-fixed
points, hence by G-fixed points; thus there is an orbit reduced to a singleton. In
general, we can suppose H1 aperiodic and H2 has a minimal finite index subgroup
M , which has Property FM by Proposition 5.11. Then the kernel of G→ H2/M
is isomorphic to M ∗ H∗G/M1 , which is a free product of [G : M ] + 1 aperiodic
groups with Property FM and thus has Property FM by the previous case. So
by the reverse direction of Proposition 5.11, G has Property FM as well. 
Let us also mention a variant of [GM, Lemma 4.5].
Proposition 5.13. Let G be a non-amenable locally compact group in which
every open subgroup of infinite index is amenable. Then G has Property FM.
Proof. Let X be a continuous discrete Eymard-amenable G-set. If there is no
finite orbit, then we can apply Lemma 5.10 to deduce that G is amenable, a
contradiction. So there is a finite orbit, proving that G has Property FM. 
Question 5.14. Does there exist a finitely generated non-amenable group with-
out Property T, in which every proper subgroup is finite?
I expect a positive answer to Question 5.14, which would provide an application
of Proposition 1.6 in the discrete setting. Note that I do not require the group
to have finite exponent in Question 5.14.
Remark 5.15. There are no known examples of finitely generated groups sat-
isfying the hypotheses of Proposition 5.13 and known not to have Kazhdan’s
Property T. On the other hand, there are many natural instances in the locally
compact setting, such as SL2(Qp) or the automorphism group of a regular tree
of finite valency ≥ 3.
Remark 5.16. Say that an orthogonal representation of a locally compact group
G has a spectral gap if the orthogonal of the subspace of invariant vectors does
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not almost have invariant vectors. Property FM can be stated as: the repre-
sentations ℓ2(X) for X continuous discrete G-set without finite orbits have a
spectral gap. Bekka and Olivier [BO] consider the following stronger property
(*): the representations ℓ2(X) for X continuous discrete G-set have a spectral
gap. Thus, as observed in [BO, Remark 16], Property (*) is equivalent to the
conjunction of Property (FM) and the well-known Property (τ), which is defined
as: G has Property (τ) if the G-representations ℓ2(X), when X range over con-
tinuous discrete G-sets with only finite orbits, have a spectral gap. Bekka and
Olivier characterize Property (*) as an ℓp-analogue of Property T, where p is an
arbitrary number in ]1,∞[r {2}.
6. Hilbertian methods for Property FM
6.1. Reduced 1-cohomology. Let G be a locally compact group, π an orthog-
onal representation in a Hilbert space Hπ. Recall that a 1-cocycle is a continuous
function b : G → Hπ such that b(gh) = π(g)b(h) + b(g) for all g, h ∈ G. A 1-
coboundary is a function of the form g 7→ ξ−π(g)ξ; this is always a 1-cocycle. The
space of Z1(G, π) of 1-cocycles is a Frechet space under the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subsets. The subspace of 1-coboundaries is denoted by
B1(G, π), and its closure B1(G, π) consists by definition of almost 1-coboundaries.
We also say that 1-cocycles b, b′ are cohomologous (resp. almost cohomologous) if
b − b′ ∈ B1(G, π) (resp. b − b′ ∈ B1(G, π)). The quotient Z1(G, π)/B1(G, π) is
denoted by H1(G, π) and is called reduced first cohomology space of π.
Recall also that π almost has invariant vectors if for every compact subset K
of G and ε > 0 there exists ξ ∈ Hπ of norm 1 such that ‖ξ − π(g)ξ‖ ≤ ε.
Lemma 6.1 (Guichardet, [BHV, Proposition 2.12.2]). If the orthogonal of the
invariant vectors in π does not have almost invariant vectors then the subspace
B1(G, π) is closed; the converse holds if G is σ-compact. 
Let us introduce another property, related to Property dFH from Definition
1.3.
Definition 6.2. We say that a locally compact group G has Property dFH if for
every continuous discrete G-set X , we have H1(G, ℓ2(X)) = 0.
This property can be checked on transitive G-sets X , because the class of
unitary representations with vanishing reduced first cohomology is stable under
taking (possibly infinite) orthogonal direct sums (as a particular case of [BHV,
Lemma 3.2.4]). Note that for a discrete group Γ, Property dFH implies the vanish-
ing of the first ℓ2-Betti number, which means by definition that H1(Γ, ℓ2(Γ)) = 0.
Proposition 6.3. A locally compact, σ-compact group G has Property dFH if
and only it has all three properties dFH, FM, and τ .
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Proof. If G fails to have Property FM or τ , then it admits a continuous discrete
G-set X such that ℓ2(X) has a spectral gap (see Remark 5.16. Since G is σ-
compact, Guichardet’s lemma implies that H1(G, ℓ2(X)) 6= 0, hence Property
dFH fails. Thus the “only if” implication holds.
Conversely if G has all three properties, let X be a discrete continuous G-
set. By Property dFH, H¯1(G, ℓ2(X)) = 0. On the other hand, ℓ2(X) has a
spectral gap (see Remark 5.16) and by Guichardet’s lemma, this implies that
H1(G, ℓ2(X)) is Hausdorff. Hence H1(G, ℓ2(X)) = 0. 
Let us introduce the transitive version of Property dFH (for dFH, we have seen
that it is unnecessary).
Definition 6.4. We say that a locally compact group G has Property dFH’ if
for every continuous discrete transitive G-set X , we have H1(G, ℓ2(X)) = 0.
Proposition 6.5. Let G be a locally compact group with Property dFH. Then it
has Property FW; if moreover G is σ-compact, then G has Property FM and τ .
The same holds with the transitive versions dFH’, FW’, FM’.
Proof. If G fails to have Property FW, then consider a continuous discrete G-set
X and a commensurated subset M that is not transfixed. Then the usual cocycle
g 7→ 1M − g · 1M is unbounded in ℓ2(X), hence G fails to have Property dFH.
The case of Property FM is contained in Proposition 6.3, and the corresponding
proofs in the transitive setting (dFH’ implies FW’ and, under σ-compactness,
implies FM’) are exactly the same. 
Proposition 6.6. Let G be a compactly generated locally compact group with
Property dFH. If X is a continuous discrete G-set with a non-transfixed com-
mensurated subset M , then some infinite G-orbit Y in X, such that Y ∩M is
non-transfixed, is Eymard-amenable. In particular, if G has Property FM then it
has Property FW.
Proof. Since G is compactly generated, by [Cor13, Proposition 4.7], there ex-
ists an infinite G-orbit Y ⊂ X such that Y ∩ M is not transfixed. Let b be
the cocycle b(g) = 1M − 1gM , which is by assumption unbounded (in view of
Corollary 4.2). If by contradiction Y is not Eymard-amenable, then the repre-
sentation of G on ℓ2(Y ) does not almost have invariant vectors (Lemma 5.9).
By Guichardet’s lemma, it follows that H1(G, ℓ2(X)) is Hausdorff. On the other
hand, by Proposition 6.10, H1(G, ℓ2(X)) = 0. Hence H1(G, ℓ2(X)) = 0, contra-
dicting the unboundedness of b. 
6.2. Superrigidity of square-integrable lattices. We need to recall the no-
tion of square-integrable lattice. Let G be a compactly generated locally compact
group (endowed with a left Haar measure) and Γ a lattice (thus Γ is countable).
Choose a measurable fundamental domain D of finite measure, so that G is the
disjoint union
⊔
γ∈ΓDγ. Let αD : G×D → Γ be the associated cocycle, defined
by: αD(g, x) = γ if gxγ ∈ D; then αD is measurable.
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Definition 6.7. The lattice Γ is called square-integrable if it is finitely generated,
and for some choice D of measurable fundamental domain D, we have: denoting
by ℓ the word length on Γ with respect to some finite generating subset, we have∫
D
ℓ(αD(g, x))
2dx <∞, ∀g ∈ G.
(This does not depend on the choice of ℓ.)
Example 6.8.
(1) Clearly, cocompact lattices are square-integrable since D can be chosen
to be bounded.
(2) All lattices in simple Lie groups of rank 1 are square-integrable [Sha2,
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7].
(3) “Twin building Kac-Moody” lattices are square-integrable [CR, Theorem
31].
(4) Let n ≥ 2 and G = G1 . . . Gn be a semisimple group of algebraic type
(as in Definition 1.7), and let Γ be an irreducible lattice, in the sense
that GiΓ is dense for all i (i.e. the projection of Γ in G/Gi is dense for
all i). Then Γ is square-integrable: this essentially follows from results
of Margulis [Mar, Chap. VIII, Proposition 1.2] and the non-distortion of
these lattices, due to Lubotzky, Mozes and Raghunathan [LMR]; see the
discussion in [Sha1, §2].
The following is a restatement of Shalom’s superrigidity of reduced 1-cohom-
ology theorem [Sha1, Theorem 4.1] using the convenient notion of Q-points from
§2.2 (here Q = Gi and they will be called Gi-vectors since the action is linear).
Theorem 6.9 (Shalom). Let G be a compactly generated locally compact group
given as a product G = G1 × · · · ×Gn (where n ≥ 2) and let Γ be an irreducible
square-integrable lattice.
Let π be an orthogonal Hilbertian representation of Γ and b ∈ Z1(Γ, π) a cocycle.
Let πi be the subrepresentation of Gi-vectors. Then there exist bi ∈ Z1(Gi, πi)
(i = 1, . . . , n) such that, writing b′i = bi|Γ, the cocycle b is almost cohomologous
to
∑
b′i. In particular, if π does not have almost Γ-invariant vectors, then b and
b′ are cohomologous.
Proposition 6.10. Let G be a compactly generated locally compact group given
as a topological almost direct product (in the sense of Definition 1.7) G = G1 ×
· · · × Gn (where n ≥ 2) and let Γ be an irreducible square-integrable lattice. If
each Gi has Property dFH, then so does Γ.
Proof. Pulling back if necessary, we can suppose that the product is direct.
Let π be a unitary representation of Γ and consider b ∈ Z1(Γ, π). By Theorem
6.9, b is almost cohomologous to a cocycle of the form
∑
b′i, with b
′
i = bi|Γ
and bi ∈ Z1(Gi, ℓ2(X)Gi). By Proposition 3.8, we have H1(Gi, ℓ2(X [Gi])) =
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H1(Gi, ℓ
2(X)Gi). By Property dFH for Gi, we obtain that bi is almost coho-
mologous to zero (as a cocycle on Gi), and hence b
′
i is almost cohomologous to
zero as well, and thus b is cohomologous to zero. 
Using Proposition 6.6, we deduce the following corollary, which concludes the
proof of Theorem 1.11.
Corollary 6.11. If Γ is as in Proposition 6.10, then Property FM for Γ implies
Property FW for Γ. 
Here is now the analogue of Theorem 4.3 for Properties FM and dFH.
Theorem 6.12. Let π : H → Q be a homomorphism with dense image between
locally compact groups. Suppose that π is a Kazhdan homomorphism (§2.3). Let
(P ) be one of the properties: dFH, dFH, FM, FM’. Then H has Property (P) if
and only Q has Property (P).
Proof. In each case, Property (P) for H obviously implies Property (P) for Q.
Let X be a continuous discrete H-set. Corollary 2.10, combined with Propo-
sition 3.8, establishes the surjectivity of the restriction maps H1(Q, ℓ2(X [Q]) →
H1(H, ℓ2(X)) and H1(Q, ℓ2(X [Q]) → H1(H, ℓ2(X)). This implies the converse
when (P) is either dFH or dFH.
To deal with Properties FM and FM’, let us first check the following claim: ifX
be a continuous discrete H-set, then Z = X〉Q〈 is not Eymard-amenable. Indeed,
otherwise ℓ2(Z) almost has H-invariant vectors, since π is Kazhdan, this implies
that ℓ2(Z)Q 6= 0, but actually ℓ2(Z)Q = 0 by Proposition 3.8, a contradiction.
Now assume that Q has Property FM. Let X be an Eymard-amenable con-
tinuous discrete H-set. It follows from the above claim that X〈Q〉 is Eymard-
amenable. It follows that X [Q] is Eymard-amenable, that is, ℓ2(X [Q]) almost has
invariant vectors asH-representation. Noting that this orthogonalH-representation
factors through Q and using that π is Kazhdan, it almost has invariant vectors
as Q-representation. So X [Q] is an Eymard-amenable Q-set. By Property FM
for Q, it follows that X [Q] has a finite orbit. Since the fibers of X〈Q〉 → X [Q] are
finite, it follows that X〈Q〉 has a finite orbit. So H has Property FM.
If Q has Property FM’ and X is in addition H-transitive, the same argument
shows that X〉Q〈 = ∅ and X [Q] is finite, thus X is finite and H has Property
FM’. 
Proposition 6.13. If G is semisimple of algebraic type, then it has Property FM;
if moreover, no simple factor is non-Archimedean of rank 1, then it has Property
dFH.
Proof. We start by the second statement. It is clear that G has Property dFH if
and only if G/(G◦ ∩ [G,G]) has Property dFH. Hence we can suppose G totally
disconnected; hence by assumption it has no simple factor of rank 1 and hence
has Property T, which implies Property dFH.
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Let us now prove the first assertion. By Proposition 5.4, we can deal with the
case when G is almost simple (and non-compact). Let X be a discrete Eymard-
amenable G-set. By the Howe-Moore Property [HM, Theorem 5.1], every open
subgroup of G is either compact or cocompact, so every stabilizer is either com-
pact or cocompact. If some stabilizer is cocompact, then there is a finite orbit
and we are done. Otherwise, all stabilizers are compact and in particular are
amenable. By Lemma 5.10, G is amenable, a contradiction. 
Theorem 1.12 follows from the following more general result:
Theorem 6.14. Let G = G1 . . . Gn be of algebraic type, where n ≥ 2, and let Γ
be an irreducible lattice. Suppose that some Gi has Property T. Then
• Γ has Property FM
• if moreover no Gj is non-Archimedean of rank 1, then Γ has Property
dFH (and hence FW).
Proof. We can suppose that the product is direct. If Gi has Property T , write
G′ =
∏
j 6=iGj. Then, by Proposition 6.13, G
′ has Property FM, and has Property
dFH in case G has no non-Archimedean simple factor of rank 1. The projection
Γ → G′ = G/Gi is a Kazhdan homomorphism, by Theorem 2.8. Hence by
Theorem 6.12, Γ inherits Property FM, and dFH when applicable, from G′. 
6.3. An infinitely generated countable group with Property FM’ and
FW’. Let I be a set of primes. Define AI as the subring of the product
∏
p∈I Qp
consisting of those (xp)p∈I such that xp ∈ Zp for all but finitely many p. This
is a topological ring, when its subring
∏
i∈I Zp is prescribed to be endowed with
the product topology and to be open in AI . If p ∈ I, it is convenient to see the
factor Qp as a (non-unital) subring of AI . If I is the set of all primes, we just
set AI = A; this is the ring of adeles.
The diagonal ring homomorphism Z[I−1]→ R×AI embeds Z[I−1] as a discrete
cocompact subring, whose projection on AI has a dense image.
Lemma 6.15. Fix n ≥ 2. Let H be an open subgroup of SLn(AI). Define
J = {p ∈ J : SLn(Qp) ⊂ H}. Then H = KSLn(AJ) for some compact open
subgroup K of SLn(AI).
Proof. First assume that J = ∅; hence we have to prove that H is compact. Since
H is open, there exists a finite subset F of I such that for all p /∈ F we have
SLn(Zp) ⊂ H .
• For p /∈ F , since SLn(Zp) is maximal in SLn(Qp), the projection of H
on SLn(Qp) is either SLn(Zp) or SLn(Qp); in the second case, since the
intersection is normal in the projection and since SLn(Zp) is not normal
in SLn(Qp), we deduce that the intersection of H with SLn(Qp) is all of
SLn(Qp), contradicting that J = ∅.
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• For p ∈ F , the intersection H ∩ SLn(Qp) has finite index in SLn(Zp) and
hence has finite index in its normalizer Kp (because any open subgroup
of SLn(Qp) distinct from the whole group is compact), which is thus
compact. So by the same argument using that the intersection is normal
in the projection, we obtain that the projection is contained in Kp.
Thus H ⊂∏p∈F Kp ×∏p/∈F SLn(Zp), which is compact.
Now if J is arbitrary, we have SLn(AI) = SLn(AJ) × SLn(AIrJ). By the
previous case, L = H ∩ SLn(AIrJ) is compact and H = SLn(AJ)× L. Defining
K =
(∏
p∈J SLn(Zp)
)
× L, the subgroup K is open and H = KSLn(AJ). 
Proposition 6.16. For every n ≥ 2 and every set of primes I, the locally compact
group SLn(AI) has Property FM’.
Proof. LetH be an open subgroup so that the quotient setX is Eymard-amenable.
The group H can be described by Lemma 6.15; let J be given by this lemma.
Then modding out by the kernel of the action describes X as the quotient of
SLn(AIrJ) by a compact open subgroup; since it has an invariant mean, it fol-
lows that SLn(AIrJ) is amenable as a topological group, which can occur only if
I = J , in which case X is reduced to a singleton. This proves Property FM’. 
Corollary 6.17. For every n ≥ 3 and every set of primes I, the group SLn(Z[I−1])
has Property FM’. In particular SLn(Q)
(
or more generally SLn(Z[I
−1]) if I is
infinite
)
is a countable group with Property FM’ but not FM.
Proof. The group SLn(Z[I
−1]) is a lattice in SLn(R)×SLn(AI), whose projection
in the second factor is dense. Moreover, since n ≥ 3, the group SLn(R) has Prop-
erty T. Thus by Theorem 6.12, since SLn(AI) has Property FM’ by Proposition
6.16, it follows that SLn(Z[I
−1]) has Property FM’ as well.
If I is infinite then SLn(Z[I
−1]) is infinitely generated and hence by Proposition
5.6 does not have Property FM. 
Remark 6.18. For n = 2, if I = ∅, then SLn(Z[I−1]) = SL2(Z) does not have
Property FM’. However, for I nonempty, it sounds plausible that it has Property
FM’ (this is part of Conjecture 1.10 if I is finite).
Let us now turn to Property FW’.
Proposition 6.19. For every n ≥ 3 and every set of primes I, the locally compact
group SLn(AI) has Property dFH’ (and hence Property FW’).
Proof. Using the description of open subgroups in Lemma 6.15, we are reduced to
proving that for every I, n ≥ 3, and compact open subgroup K in G = SLn(AI),
we have H1(G, ℓ2(G/K)) = 0. If I = ∅, then G is the trivial group and this is
clear; otherwise pick p ∈ I, and define the subgroup N = SLn(Qp). Since N is
a non-compact closed normal subgroup and the representation of G on ℓ2(G/K)
is C0, an elementary argument [CTV, Lemma 2.9] implies that any Hilbertian
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1-cocycle that is bounded on N is also bounded on G. The boundedness on N is
ensured by Property T of N . This shows that H1(G, ℓ2(G/K)) = 0. 
Corollary 6.20. For every I and n ≥ 3, the countable discrete group SLn(Z[I−1])
has Property dFH’ and hence FW’ (but not Property FW if I is infinite).
Proof. Repeat the argument of Corollary 6.17.
If I is infinite then the group is countable and infinitely generated, hence does
not have Property FA and hence does not have Property FW. 
Remark 6.21. Unlike the analogue for FM’, the condition n ≥ 3 is here neces-
sary: for every I, SL2(Z[I
−1]) does not have Property FW’: if p ∈ I just use its
dense embedding into SL2(Qp); if I = ∅ this is clear as well.
The following proposition allows to obtain more examples of groups with Prop-
erty FM’.
Proposition 6.22. Let (Si)i∈I be a family of infinite simple discrete groups with
Property FM’. Then the direct sum S =
⊕
Si has Property FM’.
Proof. Let H ⊂ S be a subgroup such that S/H is Eymard-amenable and let us
show that H = S.
If by contradiction the projection pi(H) of H on some Si is not surjective, then
S/H has an equivariant surjection onto the infinite Si-set Si/pi(H), which has
no invariant mean by the Property FM’ for Si, and hence S/H is not Eymard-
amenable. So each projection is surjective, i.e. pi(H) = Si for all i.
For i 6= j, the projection on Si × Sj has a surjective projection P on both Si
and Sj , so is either the graph of an isomorphism Si → Sj or is all of Si×Sj . In the
first case, since Si is not amenable, there is no Si-invariant mean on (Si×Sj)/P ,
and hence S/H is not Eymard-amenable, a contradiction. Thus, for all i 6= j the
projection on Si × Sj is surjective.
Let J ⊂ I be maximal such that ⊕j∈J Sj is contained in H . Let us show
that I = J , i.e. H = S. Otherwise, since all projections are surjective, there
exists f ∈ H with support not contained in J ; we choose f of support of minimal
cardinality. The minimality implies that f has support in I r J , since otherwise
we can modify f on J to reduce its support. Besides, by the definition of J , it
follows that the support of f has at least two distinct elements i, j ∈ IrJ . Since
the projection of H on Si × Sj is surjective, we can find g ∈ H such that gj = 1
and gi does not commute with fi. Hence [g, h] ∈ H and has strictly smaller
support, not contained in J . This contradicts the definition of f . 
7. Application of Properties FM and FW to groups of bounded
displacement permutations
Recent attention has been paid to the group Wob(Z) of bounded displace-
ment permutations of Z and some more general spaces. A general question,
addressed by Juschenko and la Salle [JlS], is to find general properties of finitely
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generated subgroups of Wob(Z), or equivalently to find constraints on homo-
morphisms from finitely generated groups to Wob(Z). If more generally X is a
discrete metric space with uniformly subexponential growth, in the sense that
limn→∞ supx∈X #BX(x, n)
1/n = 1 where BX(x, n) is the n-ball around x ∈ X ,
Juschenko and la Salle prove that every homomorphism from a discrete Kazh-
dan group into Wob(X) has a finite image. Let us provide the following two
extensions of this result.
Theorem 7.1. Let Γ be a finitely generated group.
(1) if Γ has Property FW then every homomorphism Γ→Wob(Z) has a finite
image;
(2) if Γ has Property FM and X is a discrete metric space of uniformly subex-
ponential growth, then every homomorphism Γ → Wob(X) has a finite
image.
Proof. Let u(n) be the least upper bound on the size of all closed n-balls in X .
Note that in both cases, we only have to prove that Γ has orbits of bounded
cardinality, since it then embeds into an infinite power of some given finite sym-
metric group, which is locally finite.
Let us first prove (2). Let us first check that Γ has finite orbits: indeed, the
subexponential condition implies that Γ preserves a mean on each of its orbits,
and Property FM gives the conclusion.
Now let us prove that the orbits has bounded cardinality; otherwise, let zn ∈ X
belong to an orbit of cardinal kn with kn → ∞. Define the radius of x ∈ Γzn
as the distance d(x, zn). Let rn be the largest radius of an element in Γzn. The
uniform discreteness implies that rn tends to infinity, and since generators of Γ
have bounded displacement, the set of radii of elements of Γzn is cobounded in
[0, rn], uniformly in n. We actually need a more precise statement, namely:
Claim. There exists m and an sequence of finite subsets (Bk) of Γ, such that for
every k there exists n0(k) such that for every n ≥ n0(k) there is γ ∈ Bk with
d(zn, γzn) ∈ [k, k +m].
Proof of the claim. Let S be a finite symmetric generating subset with identity.
Let m ≥ 1 be an upper bound on the displacement of elements of S. So jm is a
bound on the displacement of elements of Sj. If Sjzn = S
j+1zn, then S
jzn = Γzn,
and therefore rn ≤ jm. Thus if j < rn/m then Sj+1zn strictly contains Sjzn.
Thus, defining sn = ⌊rn/m⌋, the cardinal of Sjzn is ≥ j for all j ≤ sn.
Given k, if n is large enough, say n ≥ n0(k), then sn ≥ u(k) + 1. So Su(k)+1zn
has cardinal≥ u(k)+1. Thus for n ≥ n0(k), Su(k)+1zn contains an element outside
the closed k-ball around zn. Pick γ ∈ Sℓ with ℓminimal and d(γzn, zn) > k; hence
ℓ ≤ u(k)+1. It follows from minimality that d(γzn, zn) ≤ k+m. Thus the claim
is proved, with Bk = S
u(k)+1.
Fix a nonprincipal ultrafilter on the positive integers, and let Y be the ul-
tralimit of the sequence of pointed metric spaces (X, zn). This is the set of
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sequences (xn) with d(xn, zn) bounded, modulo being at distance dω zero, where
dω((xn), (x
′
n)) = limω d(xn, x
′
n) (the reader can also construct Y as a Gromov-
Hausdorff limit). Then Y is a metric space, in which the n-balls have cardinal
≤ u(n), where u(n) is a bound on the cardinals of n-balls in X , hence has a uni-
formly subexponential growth. Since elements of Γ have a bounded displacement,
the mapping (xn) 7→ (γxn), for γ ∈ Γ, induces an action of Γ on Y . By the claim,
for every k and every n ≥ n0(k), there is γ ∈ Bk such that d(γzn, zn) ∈ [k, k+m].
Since Bk is finite, it follows, denoting by z the element (zn) of Y , that for ev-
ery k there is γ ∈ Bk such that d(z, γz) ∈ [k, k +m]. Thus the Γ-orbit of z is
unbounded. This is a contradiction with the beginning of the proof.
Let us now prove (1). Let Γ act on Z by permutations of bounded displacement.
If orbits have unbounded (possibly infinite) cardinal, for each n pick an element
zn such that orbit of Γzn has nonempty intersection with both ]−∞, zn − n] and
[zn + n,+∞[. Then consider an ultralimit as previously; we obtain an action
on Z by bounded displacement, so that the orbit of 0 is neither bounded above
nor below. On the other hand, N being commensurated, it is commensurate to
an invariant subset, and this is a contradiction with the existence of an orbit
accumulating on both +∞ and −∞. 
Remark 7.2. The argument of the proof of Theorem 7.1(1) also shows the fol-
lowing:
(1) If a finitely generated group G has a homomorphism into Wob(Z) with
an infinite image, then it also has a homomorphism into Wob(Z) defining
a transitive action on Z.
(2) If G is a finitely generated group with Property FW and X is a Schreier
graph of G, then for every sequence (xn) in X , any Gromov-Hausdorff
limit of the set of pointed graphs (X, xn) has at most one end; if X is
infinite we can thus say that X is “stably one-ended”. An example of a
one-ended graph which is not stably one-ended is given by a combinatorial
half-line.
(3) Let G be a finitely generated group and H a finitely generated subgroup.
If X is a connected graph of bounded valency, such that G admits a
homomorphism into Wob(X) such that H has an infinite image, then
there exists an ultralimitX ′ ofX and a homomorphism ofG into Wob(X ′)
such that H has an infinite orbit in X ′ (pick any sequence (xn) in X
such that #(Hxn) → ∞ and pick any ultralimit of the family of based
graphs (X, xn)). We deduce, for instance, that cyclic subgroups of finitely
generated subgroups of Wob(Z) are undistorted.
It would be interesting to have results for locally compact groups as well.
But there is a continuity issue when considering the ultralimit. To deal with
this continuity issue, it is enough to deal with profinite groups. A simple Baire
argument shows that if a compact group acts continuously on a metric space with
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bounded displacement self-homeomorphisms, then there is an upper bound for
the displacement of elements in the whole group.
On the other hand, there exist continuous actions with bounded displacement
of topologically finitely generated profinite groups on Z, with orbits of unbounded
cardinal. For instance the group Zp admits such an action: indeed we can let
the generator act using cycles of displacement 2 and length pn (of the form
(0, 2, . . . , 2k−2, 2k, 2k−1, 2k−3, . . . , 3, 1) or (0, 2, . . . , 2k, 2k+1, 2k−1, . . . , 3, 1)
according to whether p is even or odd).
The ultralimit construction in the proof of Theorem 7.1 thus provides an action
with an infinite orbit, which is necessarily non-continuous.
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